
1.OUTLET BOX
2.HOUSE GROUND WIRE
3.FIXTURE GROUND WIRE
4.WHITE SUPPLY WIRE
5.WHITE FIXTURE WIRE
6.BLACK SUPPLY WIRE
7.WIRE CONNECTOR
8.BLACK FIXTURE WIRE
9. CLIP
10. ELECTRONIC BALLAST
11.FIXTURE PAN
12.LAMP BRACKET
13.BALLAST RECEPTACLE
14.BALLAST RECEPTACLE
15.FIXTURE SCREW
16.32W LAMP CONNECTOR
17.40W LAMP CONNECTOR
18.32W CIRCLINE LAMP
19.40W CIRCLINE LAMP
20.ACRYLIC LENS
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ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Please read carefully and save these instructions, as you may need them at 
a later date. 
 

CAUTION 
Turn off the main power at the circuit breaker before installing the fixture, in 
order to prevent possible shock. 
 

GENERAL 
All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and national 
electrical code (N.E.C) standards. If you are unfamiliar with proper electrical 
wiring connections obtain the services of a qualified electrician. Remove the 
fixture and the mounting package from the box and make sure that no parts are 
missing by referencing the illustrations on the installation instruction. 
 
 

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION 
 
1. Turn off the power. 
 
2. Take the acrylic lens (20) out from the fixture pan (11) by turning the four 

clips(9) outward. 
 
3. Pull the supply wires (4)&(6)and house ground wire (2) out from the outlet 

box (1). 
 
4. Make the wiring connections: connect the house ground wire (2) to the 

fixture ground wire(3); connect the white supply wire (4) to the white (or 
ribbed) fixture wire (5); connect black supply wire (6) to the black (or 
smooth) fixture wire (8) using wire connectors (7). Thread one of the fixture 
screws (15) two full turns into the threaded hole on the outlet box (1) . 
Carefully tuck all wires back into the outlet box (1). 

 
5. Locate the fixture pan(11) over the outlet box (1), positioning the fixture 

screw(15) through the large opening of the key hole slot and then twist to 
the narrow opening of the key hole slot. Put the other fixture screw through 
the long hole slot on the fixture pan and thread into the outlet box.  

 
 

Then secure the fixture pan(11) to the outlet box by tightening the two 
fixture screws.  

 
6. Take the lamps out from the cardboard.The ballast is designated for use 

with 32W and 40W circline lamps. Connect the 32W circline lamp(18) 
 first, then follow the same instruction to connect the 40W circline 
lamp(19).Attach one of the ballast receptacle (13)to the 32W lamp 
connector(16).Attach the 32W circline lamp(18) to the fixture pan(11) by 
pulling a lamp bracket(12) backward and inserting the 32W circline lamp. 
Pull back the remaining lamp brackets(12) and insert the 32W circline 
lamp. 

 
7. Secure the acrylic lens to the fixture pan by turning the 4 clips (9) inward. 

 
INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETED 
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Text Box
To replace Ballast:Ballast replacement, if required, to be completed by a qualifiedelectrician.




